
Important Dates:

What are we learning?
Phonics: (M-T) The week we are learning that y spells /i/ at the end of a single syllable
word. Please practice this concept with your scholar using the at home practice sheet.  (W-
Th) We are also learning that y spells /e/ at the end of longer words that have more than
one syllable. 
Reading: This week we are entering a new unit where will be learning all about
technology!!
Math: We have our UNIT 9 test this Tuesday and we will begin unit 10 on Wednesday. Unit 10
is all about comparing numbers using both addition and subtraction. PLEASE be practicing
math facts with your scholars. I am sending home a fun activity home with each scholar to
practice number reading and other strategies. Please be on the lookout for the activity. This
will be sent home on Wednesday in their orange folders. 
Science: This week we are diving into learning more about living things and how some living
things look like their parents. If you have any photos of you and your scholar this would be
the best time to send them in as we will be able to observe how animals look like their
parents. 
SS: This week we are learning about stories from the past and ways we can share our
culture.
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The time is always right to
do what is right.                  

- MLK Junior

This week we will celebrate the 100th day of school Please check
your scholars folder for the 100th day of school flyer.
Our students have a math packet for this week, some phonics
practice, and spelling practice please be sure to take the time to
work with your scholar at home as the math concepts are only
getting more rigorous. 
Wednesday folders (from the school) will be sent home each
Wednesday and are expected to be returned each Thursday. If you
see an orange folder at home please return it back to school.

Tiger of the week:

Miracle M-S.

sky, try, fly, happy,
funny, baby

<3 words: fourth, forty,
and four

*Our scholars will be
tested on these words

this Friday.

1/2 - Community Event: Please view the weekly
Newsletter from the school for more information. 
1/31 - 100th Day of school 
2/1 - Family Assessment Night: Come learn all
about the assessments your scholars are taking.
2/7 - ERD
2/19 - Presidents Day, NO SCHOOL!!


